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ABSTRACT

The second Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunction provides an intrinsic geometric way of establishing natural coordi-
nates for elongated 3D anatomical structures obtained from medical images. The approach is used to establish
the centerline of the human mandible from CT and provides automated anatomical landmarks across subjects.
These landmarks are then used to quantify the growth pattern of the mandible between ages 0 and 20.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The skull consists of the craniofacial complex and the mandible. The craniofacial complex includes the cranium
and the face. Although the cranium and the face are closely located anatomically, they have different growth
patterns.1 The cranium follows a neural growth pattern where it is considered to be very close to its mature size
by about the age of six years. The face, on the other hand, specifically the middle and lower anterior regions of
the face (eyes to chin), follows the general somatic or skeletal growth curve and continues to grow till about age
18 years. The growth of the mandible, a U-shaped bone (superior view) that forms the lower jaw, contributes
to the maturation of the face. It consists of a body and a pair of rami that articulate with the cranium at the
temporomandibular joints. So, while its vertical growth appears to follow a somatic or skeletal growth pattern,
its lateral growth is expected to follow more of a neural growth pattern particularly at the condylar level (level of
temporomandibular joint) but not necessarily at the lingual (tongue) level. The growth of the human mandible
has been characterized to consist of a general increase in size as well as remodeling where there is simultaneous
growth forward and downward,2–4 and also bilateral growth.5 The mandible is a moving bone, and its growth and
remodeling is dependent on the growth and biomechanical forces of all other component structures (bony and soft
tissue structures) in the craniofacial complex. Thus the purpose of this paper is to quantitatively characterize
the 3D growth of the mandible while accounting for the gender difference using an intrinsic geometric approach.

For a 3D growth pattern analysis of the mandible, it is desirable to represent mandibular shape in a concise
form while preserving essential shape properties. As 3D models become common in many disciplines, curve
skeleton or centerline has been developed for a wide range of applications, since it captures the essential topology
of a 3D object as a 1D representation.6 Recently, several methods based on Reeb graphs have been developed
to extract the centerline.6–10 The Reeb graph captures the topology of an arbitrary manifold by describing the
connectivity of the level sets of a function defined on the manifold. Various functions can be used in obtaining
Reeb graphs. For instance, a surface coordinate function8,9 leads to a centerline dependent on orientation.6 One
promising choice is the second eigenfunction of Laplace-Beltrami operator, since its Reeb graph is pose-invariant.
Motivated by this property, Shi et al.10 proposed to use Reeb graph of the second eigenfunction for an extraction
of the skeleton from a simply connected 2D surface patch.
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Figure 1. The second eigenfunction ψ1 for different mandibles. ψ1 for an elongated object is a smooth monotonic
function increasing from one part of the symmetry to the other part. The surfaces are colored according to the value of
eigenfunctions.

In this paper, we propose to extract the centerline of 3D mandible using the level sets of the second eigenfunc-
tion of the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We then apply the extracted centerline shape to characterize the growth
pattern of the mandible. The paper is organized as follows. We first describe our image data for the study of
mandibular growth pattern in Sec. 2. Then we introduce eigenfunctions of Laplace-Beltrami operator in Sec. 3,
emphasizing the geometrical advantage of the second eigenfunction. In Sec. 4, we describe in detail our centerline
extraction approach based on the second eigenfunction and use the resulting centerline as anatomical landmarks
to quantify mandibular shape. Finally in Sec. 5, we apply this proposed framework to model mandibular growth.

2. IMAGE ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING

Our imaging data set consists of 76 mandibles (40 male mandibles, and 36 female mandibles). The age distribution
was 11.33 ± 5.60 years for the female group, and 9.54 ± 5.71 years for the male group. The CT images were
obtained using several different models of GE multi-slice helical CT scanners. The CT scans were acquired
directly in the axial plane with 13–25 cm field of view (FOV), a matrix size of 512×512, and an image resolution
in the range of 0.25 to 0.49 mm. Next, the CT images were converted to DICOM format and the biomedical
imaging software Analyze 8.1 (AnalyzeDirect, Inc., Overland Park, KS) was used to segment binary mandibular
structure by thresholding the image intensity.

By checking the Euler characteristic, holes in the mandible images were first automatically filled up using
morphological operations to make the mandible binary volume topologically equivalent to a solid sphere. Then,
the hole-filled images were converted to surface meshes via the marching cubes algorithm. Lastly, the surface
meshes are aligned to a randomly selected subject using rigid-body registration.

3. EIGENFUNCTIONS OF LAPLACE-BELTRAMI OPERATOR

Eigenfunctions ψj of Laplace-Beltrami operator ΔM on an arbitrary anatomical manifold M satisfy

ΔMψj = −λψj, (1)

and form an orthonormal basis for the space of square integrable functions defined on the manifold.11,12 We
order the eigenfunctions ψ0, ψ1, ψ2, · · · corresponding to the increasing order of eigenvalues

0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · .

Since the closed form expression for the Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunctions on an arbitrary surface is unknown,
we need to numerically compute the eigenfunctions. Using the cotan formulation,13–15 (1) is simplified as the
generalized eigenvalue problem:

Cψ = λAψ, (2)

where C is the stiffness matrix, A is the mass matrix, and ψ is the unknown eigenfunction evaluated at mesh
vertices. Because C and A are large sparse matrices, we solved (2) using the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi
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Figure 2. The centerline of a mandible surface with different number of level bands k: 50, 100, 200 and 300. As k is
increased, the centerline introduces more noise.

Method16,17 without consuming large amount of memory and time for zero entries. The MATLAB code can be
obtained from http://brainimaging.waisman.wisc.edu/~chung/lb.

Given that these eigenfunctions provide geometric and topological information of the manifold, they have
been utilized to handle various types of problems.11 Qiu et al.14 constructed splines on a manifold using the
Laplace-Beltrami eigenfunctions, while Seo et al.15 proposed a different smoothing framework where heat kernel
smoothing is analytically represented as a series expansion of the eigenfunctions. Dong et al.18 proposed a
quadrangular re-meshing method based on the eigenfunction.

The second eigenfunction ψ1 exhibits an interesting characteristic that can be used to establish the intrinsic
coordinate system for elongated tubular structures like the hippocampus or the bundle of white matter fiber
tracts. The maximum and the minimum of ψ1 usually occurs at the two extremes of an elongated object (Fig.
1). So the gradient of the second eigenfunction follows the shape of elongated objects.11 This is related to the
hot spots conjecture of J. Rauch.19 Therefore, the second eigenfunction provides an intrinsic geometric way
of establishing natural coordinates for elongated objects. Note that the second eigenfunction is similar to a
harmonic map obtained by solving a Laplace equation with the Dirichlet boundary condition on its surface,
an approach that has been used for surface parametrization.20,21 However, the second eigenfunction approach
avoids the pole selection step which is required in constructing the harmonic map.

4. CENTERLINE OF MANDIBLE

Image acquisition, preprocessing and surface mesh construction introduce geometric noise to the mesh coordi-
nates. To reduce mesh noise, we applied heat kernel smoothing15 with σ = 0.5 to all 76 mandibular surfaces.
The heat kernel smoothing was done as a weighted series expansion involving the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-
Beltraimi operator. The Fourier coefficients for the finite expansion of heat kernel smoothing were estimated
using the least-squares method. The degree of expansion was fixed at 230. Subsequently we obtained the second
eigenfunction ψ1 of Laplace-Beltrami operator Δ

˜M on the smoothed mandible surface ˜M. Fig. 1 shows the
second eigenfunctions for different mandibles which are smooth monotonic functions. The level contours of the
second eigenfunctions line up along the direction of elongation.

The mandible centerline was obtained by connecting the centroids of the successive level contours of the
second eigenfunction ψ1.

7,10 The centroids were computed as the average of all points p at the same level
contour ψ(p) = c for some fixed c. Due to the discrete nature of mesh coordinates, stable results were difficult
to obtain by simply averaging the points along the level contours. We therefore opted to average all points p in
the same level band given by

c− ε ≤ ψ(p) ≤ c+ ε for small ε. (3)

Fig. 2 shows the resulting centerline of a mandible surface for a various number of bands k. We fixed k to be 100
for all mandibles, because as k was increased, the centerline fluctuated more rapidly introducing noise. Even for
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(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) From the centerline model, we obtain the angle θc between two tips p1 and pn of condylar processes, which
are the end points of the centerline, and the the center of the symmetry pc, which is obtained as the point with the
smallest z coordinate value. (b) Centerlines of all subjects (female = red, male = blue). Each centerline was extracted
from k = 100 level bands and further smoothed using the 29-th degree cosine series representation.

k = 100, we still observe sharp corners and zig-zag pattern. To smooth out the centerline, we used the cosine
series representation.22 By representing the coordinates as linear combinations of smooth basis functions, the
cosine representation enabled us to get more smooth centerline by reducing the fluctuations. The cosine series
representation of all subjects are shown in Fig. 3b. The MATLAB implementation of the cosine series representation
is given at http://brainimaging.waisman.wisc.edu/~chung/tracts.

To quantify mandibular growth, we used two morphometric measures: length lc of the mandible and angle
θc between the two condylar processes p1 and pn, and the center of symmetry pc (Fig. 3a). The length lc is the
total arc-length of the centerline between the tips of condylar processes p1 and pn and it is approximated as

lc =

n∑

i=2

‖pi − pi−1, ‖, (4)

where pi are the average of all points along the i-th level band. The angle θc was computed using the formula:

θc = cos−1 〈p1 − pc, pn − pc〉
‖p1 − pc‖‖pn − pc‖ , (5)

and given in terms of degree (◦).

5. MANDIBLE GROWTH MODEL

To analyze the development of the mandible in terms of mandibular condylar length and angle, we first measured
lc and θc from the centerline model. The length distribution was 77.33±10.82 mm for females and 75.71±11.70
mm for males (Fig. 4a). The angle was 77.40± 1.54◦ for females, and 77.74± 1.51◦ for males (Fig. 4b) . Then,
we fitted a linear growth model of the form

length, angle = β0 + β1 gender+ β2 age+ β3 gender · age+ ε,
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(a) length lc (mm) (b) angle θc (◦)
Figure 4. Linear regression of (a) length lc and (b) angle θc of centerline on age (years). Red ’o’ marks and solid line are
the female group, and blue ’x’ marks and dashed line are the male group.

and tested for the significance of the gender or age terms without the higher-order interaction term. Fig. 4a
and 4b show significant length increase and angle decrease in males relative to females as age increases. We
tested the effect of age term β2 while accounting for gender difference and found highly significant results for
mandibular length and angle (length: p-value = 2.11 × 10−11, F1,73 = 62.52; angle: p-value= 3.99 × 10−7,
F1,73 = 31.05). As displayed in Fig. 4a and 4b, the rate of length increase and angle decrease appeared to be
different for males and females. We therefore statistically tested the significance of the interaction term β3 to
determine the significance of growth rate differences. Statistical significance was weak for the interaction term of
condylar length and angle (length: p-value= 0.19, F1,72 = 1.77; angle: p-value= 0.32, F1,72 = 0.98), possibly due
to smaller sample size relative to the anatomical variability. We also tested the gender effect β1 while accounting
for age differences. The condylar length shows significant gender differences while the angle does not (length:
p-value= 0.10, F1,73 = 2.71; angle: p-value= 0.89, F1,73 = 0.02).

6. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a novel method to represent mandibular shape using the second eigenfunction of Laplace-
Beltrami operator. The centerline of human mandible, which passes through the middle of mandible, is obtained
from the level contours of the second eigenfunction. The centerline of the mandible is then used to identify
landmarks and morphometric measurements automatically without human intervention to assess the development
of the mandible between the ages birth to 20 years. Findings reveal significant condylar length increase and angle
decrease during the course of development for both males and females. These findings confirm the simultaneous
downward and forward growth of the mandible.
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